
“We believe in al-Hakim’s initiative, as our relationship with the Supreme
Council won’t be shaking by any storm”

On Saturday 17th of March 2012, Sayeed Amar al-Hakeem, the head of the Islamic Supreme Council

of Iraq, stressed the need to uphold the Constitution in resolving the dilemmas the

relationship between political forces, noting that the Constitution and the existence of

political forces and effective national Iraqi scene is the only guarantee of progress in Iraq

and face the challenges.

This event took place in a joint press conference with President of Kurdistan region Masoud

Barzani in Erbil on Saturday, as he said that the project is a project of the Supreme Council

of the homeland and citizens, adding that he presented to His Eminence the Kurdish leaders

support the project launched by the recent initiative to be the capital of Basra Iraq's

economic.

His Eminence stressed the need to make appropriate preparations to hold a national meeting in

order to pay the political process in Iraq ahead and break the ice between the political powers

For his part, Massoud Barzani the President of Kurdistan, referred that the relationship with

the Islamic Supreme Council of Iraq and his al-Hakeem, a solid and well established, describing

it as (a relationship that is not shaken by any storm), praised the role the national and

legitimate in front of Sayeed  Muhsin al-Hakim and the leaders of the Supreme Council of al-

Mihrab Martyr Sayeed Mohammed Baqir al-Hakeem and Sayeed abdul-Aziz al-Hakeem, describing it as

"a worthy successor to the best predecessor.

Regarding the issue of Tareq al-Hashemi, between Barzani, the need to meet the three

presidencies in solving the problem, and that everyone, including the Kurdistan region comply

with the issue of the resolutions taken at a meeting of the three presidencies, noting that the

issue of political dimensions should be resolved through a meeting of the three presidencies

and stand against the consequences of this issue in the future

 


